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Abstract
The scientific school founded by Yakov A. Ugai has existed at Voronezh State University for over fifty years. One of its focus
areas has been the development of physics and chemistry for obtaining solid phases in systems with volatile components.
This determined the necessity to develop methods for the investigation of vapour pressure (tensimetric methods). This
article only focuses on some of the works by the VSU staff dedicated to the study and construction of P-T-x diagrams. This
review analyses phase equilibria and the nature of the intermediate phases in the AIV – BV, AIV – BV – СV, and AIII – BVI systems.
Owing to the special nature of the cation-cation and anion-anion bonds, these compounds have highly specific properties
that make them promising materials (2D materials in particular). The article presents an overview of works devoted to the
construction of P-T-x diagrams and the investigation of defect formation processes in binary and ternary systems based
on AIVBV compounds. It should be emphasised that the known techniques needed updating due to the high values of vapour
pressure. This allowed conducting experiments at pressures of about 35-40 atmospheres. The study of the AIII - BVI systems,
on the contrary, is complicated by low values of vapour pressure over indium and gallium chalcogenides and the complex
composition of the vapour. For such systems the auxiliary component method was developed. The possibilities of its
application are wide and are not limited to AIIIBVI compounds. A new method for nonstoichiometry regulation was developed
and applied using non-destructive selective chemical transport reactions (i.e. with the participation of an auxiliary
component). This method is based on the introduction or removal of one of the sample components by means of a selective
chemical transport reaction. In conclusion, the development of methods for the research and synthesis of intermediate
phases with variable compositions (properties) was analysed based on the example of the discussed systems.
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1. Introduction
In 1981, Yakov Ugai was awarded with the
USSR National Prize in Science and Technology
for a series of studies in the area of chemical
thermodynamics of semiconductors. This event
honoured the contributions of the Voronezh
school of inorganic chemists founded by him in the
development of a new direction, semiconductor
chemistry [1]. It was at Voronezh State University
that Ya. A. Ugai established the country’s first
department of semiconductor chemistry and
works aimed at the search for new materials and
the study of their properties were conducted.
Unique experimental units created by the
department staff allowed exploring the nature of
phase equilibria in complex systems with volatile
components (phosphorus, arsenic, and sulphur)
and to construct phase diagrams for such systems.
Until now, some of these data are still unique and
are quoted in international handbooks [2, 3]. The
contribution of Yakov A. Ugai identified research
areas in the field of physics and chemistry for
obtaining solid-phase materials.
2. Phase equilibria in systems based
on elements of groups IV and V
in the periodic system
The research into АIVВV compounds hold an
important place among the studies dedicated
to the nature of phase equilibria in binary
systems with volatile components carried out
under the leadership of Ya. A. Ugai. Unlike the
commonly known classes of АIIIВV, АIIВVI, and
АIВVII compounds, these compounds belong to
the class of so called abnormally constructed
phases. They are formed by elements located in
adjacent groups of the periodic system, which
are largely similar in their physical and chemical
nature. Owing to the special nature of the cationcation and anion-anion bonds in silicon and
germanium phosphides and arsenides (as well
as in indium and gallium monochalcogenides,
which will be discussed in the second part of
the article), they have highly specific properties.
Silicon and germanium pnictogenides are
semiconductors and have interesting optical
and electrical properties [4,5]. However, there
was clearly insufficient interest in this group of
compounds due to the difficulty in synthesising
high-quality crystals and a lack of information
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about phase diagrams which largely determine
the set of production methods.
Owing to many years of research by the closest
disciple and colleague of Ya. A. Ugai, Evgeny G.
Goncharov, and other staff, this interesting class
of compounds was finally characterised. They
studied the properties of silicon and germanium
phosphides and arsenides and constructed phase
diagrams of the respective systems. It was shown
that Si – As and Ge – As systems are characterised
by two intermediate phases with the AB and AB2
composition. Additionally, germanium arsenides
and silicon monoarsenide melt congruently, and
SiAs2 decomposes by a peritectic reaction [6–9].
It was revealed that the Si – Р system has two
intermediate phases of phosphide and silicon
diphosphide which melt congruently [10, 11],
while the germanium-phosphorus system is
characterised by a single intermediate phase of
GeP which decomposes by a peritectic reaction
[12–14]. It should be noted that such studies were
made possible owing to a variety of techniques
developed by the authors. They include using
steel counter pressure chambers for the synthesis
of samples, graphitisation of quartz ampoules,
the introduction of an indifferent solvent and a
number of other methods that distinguished the
Voronezh school.
For the neighbouring elements in the periodic
system the electronegativity values are close
enough, and this factor does not play a major
role. In this case, the peculiarities of component
interactions are largely determined by the size
factor. Hence the higher stability of silicon
phosphides, the congruent nature of melting of
silicon and germanium phosphides and arsenides,
and the appearance of decomposing phases in
Si – As, Ge – P systems. This is also reflected in
the nature of the formation of defects in these
phases, which is characterised by the dominant
role of antistructural defects (e.g., Ge¢As and As·Ge
in the Ge - As system) [15–19]. The study of the
processes leading to the formation of defects
enabled the electrophysical properties of these
materials to be explained [20, 21]. These studies
led to the development of a platform for obtaining
high-quality crystals with reproducible properties.
The studies of А IV В V compounds were
continued with the research of systems involving
another element of the fourth group, tin. The
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data on phase equilibria in these systems are
actually based on a few studies, mostly relating
to compositions rich in tin. The data on vapour
pressure of volatile components in these systems
are extremely scarce and controversial. On the
other hand, in recent years, there have been a
large number of publications dedicated to tin
phosphides used as negative electrode materials
for lithium-ion batteries and for the creation of
thermoelectric materials [22–33].
Three intermediate phases were detected in
the Sn – P system: Sn4P3 decomposes at 823 K
into two liquids of different compositions with
a content of phosphorus of 22.5 and 47.0 mol%;
Sn 3P 4 phase melts without decomposition at
833 K, and SnP3 also decomposes by a synthetic
schema. However, no specific experimental data
have been provided [2]. It should be noted that
the reference information on the phase equilibria
in the Sn-P system is mainly based on one study
[34]. In their research, the authors used visual
polythermal method, which cannot fully evaluate
the complex physical and chemical nature of the
phases. Sn4P3, Sn3P4, SnP3 phases have a similar
crystal structure with the R3m space group
similar to the structure of elements in the arsenic
subgroup. This fact, together with the high
reactivity and volatility of phosphorus, challenges
the production of tin phosphides: due to similar
atom coordination, a transition from one phase
to another is possible even under slight changes
in the conditions of synthesis. It was repeatedly
mentioned that it was difficult to form the Sn3P4
phase. Despite the variation of the synthesis
conditions, the resulting sample often contained
Sn4P3 impurities. They only managed to produce
the Sn3P4 compound as a result of the prolonged
low-temperature annealing of stoichiometric
amounts of tin and phosphorus.
The study of the Sn – P system by X-ray
diffraction, differential thermal analysis, SEM,
and EPXMA showed that within the concentration
range of 43–70 mol% of P there is only one
invariant equilibrium with the participation of
the higher phosphide of L2 ↔ Sn4P3 + SnP3 [35–38].
The temperature of the eutectic horizontal was
determined to be 824 K. As a result of prolonged
annealing of alloys at temperatures below 673 K,
the alloys with the content of phosphorus of
43–57 mol% were heterophasic mixtures of the
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Sn4P3 and Sn3P4 phosphides and Sn3P4 and SnP3
were the samples with the greatest content of
phosphorus. On the contrary, if the Sn3P4 phase
was initially recorded in the samples, the hightemperature annealing at a temperature of 773
K led to its decomposition into the adjacent
phases of Sn4P3 and SnP3. In particular, the Sn3P4
sample, produced as a result of two-temperature
synthesis, decomposed completely under such
heat treatment. Thus, a conclusion was made
about the peritectoid decomposition of the Sn3P4
phosphide. The use of high-temperature in situ
spectrophotometry of saturated phosphorus
vapour over alloys of the Sn – P system allowed
estimating the concentration of this component
in the vapour and calculating the pressure
value. For the first time, the P-T-x diagram was
constructed (Fig. 1) [39–41].

Fig. 1. P-T-x diagram of the Sn–P: (a) P-T; (b) Т‑х projection
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Silicon and germanium phosphides and
arsenides were used as solid phase diffusants
upon the doping of elemental semiconductors.
These compounds are of great practical value for
two reasons: their anisotropic electrophysical
characteristics resulting from the low-symmetry
structure; and their layered crystal structure
which allows for the intercalation of ions and
molecules into the interlayer space. However,
despite the obtained physical and chemical
information about the АIVВV compounds, their
application as semiconductor materials did not
become widespread.
The discovery of graphene provoked a
considerable interest in 2D semiconductor
materials [42–46]. From this point of view, using
the АIVВV compounds characterised by a layered
structure with weak van der Waals bonds between
the layers, is promising. The presence of volatile
components makes it challenging to synthesise
such compounds, which is why [42] attempted
to obtain 2D samples of silicon phosphide in the
presence of bismuth or tin. In the latter case, Sndoped materials with peculiar semiconductor
properties were obtained. However, the lack of
information about the phase equilibria in the
АIV–ВV–Bi and АIV–ВV–Sn ternary systems makes
further research in this area rather problematic.
Phase diagrams were built for the Bi –GeAs2
and Bi–GeAs polythermal cross sections of the
Ge – As – Bi system [47]. It was established that in
the ternary system there was a L ↔ GeAs + Bi + Ge
eutectic and a L + GeAs2 ↔ GeAs + Bi peritectic
four-phase transformations which occurred at a
temperature of 542 and 548 K, respectively. It was
shown that the four-phase processes in the ternary
system occurred in the areas of concentrations
with a high content of bismuth. Therefore,
bismuth may be used as an indifferent solvent.
However, due to the flat shape of the liquidus
surface, a great amount of its additions is required
to reduce the temperature of the alloy synthesis.
The nature of the phase diagram of the Sn – As –
Ge system is more complex [48–52]. Fig. 2 shows
a topological equilibrium diagram that illustrates
phase transformations and successive (with
decreasing temperature) crystallisation processes
in the Ge–As–Sn system. The polythermal cross
sections SnAs – GeAs and SnAs – GeAs 2 can
perform phase subsolidus demarcation of the state
356
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diagram of the Sn – As – Ge system. However, they
are not quasibinary. There are also non-variant
peritectic equilibria L + GeAs2 ↔ GeAs + SnAs
(838 К) and L + As ↔ SnAs + GeAs2 (843 К) in the
system. Comparing the form of the polythermal
cross sections of Sn–GeAs [49] and Bi–GeAs [47],
it can be concluded that even small additions of tin
significantly soften the conditions for obtaining
germanium arsenide, however, the possibility of a
Sn4As3 auxiliary phase makes tin a less attractive
solvent as compared to bismuth, which acts as an
indifferent solvent over the entire concentration
range.
The same type of bonds, similar crystalchemical structure, and favourable “size” factor
determine a possibility to form a continuous series
of solid solutions between АIVВV compounds. In
[53, 54], it was shown that the formation of solid
solutions with cation substitution is extremely
difficult. The formation of solid solutions between
silicon and germanium phosphides and arsenides,
in contrast, can be performed quite easily [55, 56].
A feature of the directed synthesis of ternary solid
solutions is the need to simultaneously control the
composition by two parameters: such properties as
bandgap, the lattice constant, etc. can be varied by
altering the molarity of the solid solution; and the
deviation from stoichiometry allows controlling
the type and the concentration of the carriers.
Therefore, there is a need in a comprehensive
study of phase diagrams of the AIV-As-P ternary
systems which would include the analysis of defect
formation processes in ternary solid solutions. This
involves examining the nature of the interaction
between the elements of group V.
P-T-x diagrams for the Sb – As and As – P
systems were constructed with the help of a
combination of differential thermal analysis
and the static manometric method [57–62].
Due to very high values of saturated vapour
pressure, it is extremely difficult to measure
it directly along the three-phase equilibrium
line. In [60], this problem was solved as follows.
Lead was introduced into the system. It acted
as an indifferent solvent which reduced the
phase transition temperature. The authors
measured the vapour pressure in liquidus points
for sections with different quantities of lead
and then extrapolated these values so that the
content of lead was zero in the alloy with different
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Fig. 2. A topological scheme of the equilibria in the Sn–As–Ge system
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ratios of arsenic and phosphorus. This allowed
establishing the coordinates of the three-phase
equilibrium line in the P–As system. According
to these data, the system has an intermediate
berthollide phase which melts with a peritectic
reaction. However, the nature of this phase was
not discussed and there was no information about
the parameters of the crystal lattice. To support
this version the authors of [60–62] provided data
of a thermographic study, according to which
T-x diagram has two horizontals corresponding
to invariant processes of the g-phase formation
from the arsenic-based melt and solid solution
of L + b ↔ g and phosphorus-based a-solid
solutions: L + g ↔ a. This was also indicated
by the results of tensimetric studies according
to which groups of P-T-curves that coincide
within the experimental error tolerance can be
distinguished. P-x isotherms constructed at 773,
823, and 873 K confirmed the presence of two
heterophase areas in the Р – Аs system.
There is another version regarding the nature
of the phase equilibria, according to which the
P – As system has limited solid solutions based
on the components, however, the specific feature
of the experiment was that alloys were prepared
in the presence of metallic mercury [63, 64]. This
contributed to the transition of phosphorus into
its orthorhombic modification (black phosphorus).
In fact, the experiment described phase relations
under completely different conditions.
Recently, a huge interest in layered structures,
and the orthorhombic modification of phosphorus
in particular, has provided new results in the
study of pnictogens and systems formed by them
[65–68]. For example, [69] described an attempt to
obtain orthorhombic modifications of phosphorus
and arsenic under conditions close to normal. It
showed the mutual influence of arsenic and
phosphorus on the possibility to form different
allotropes. On the one hand, arsenic promotes the
crystallisation of amorphous red phosphorus. On
the other hand, it promotes the formation of the
orthorhombic modification even in the absence of
catalysts of the process (e.g. mercury or PbI2). The
sample with the As0.7P0.3 composition was prepared
by heating the amorphous red phosphorus and
grey (rhombohedral) arsenic. Tensimetric studies
showed that at 723 K phosphorus crystallises to
its violet modification (Hittorf’s phosphorus).
358
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Both phases are metastable, since their pressures
are higher than the pressure of black phosphorus
vapour. At 773 K, the pressure drops and an
orthorhombic modification is formed, i.e. solid
solution of arsenic and phosphorus. Using the
results of the X-ray diffraction analysis of the
samples of the P – As system, we established
that at concentrations of 55–85 mol% of As there
is a heterophasic mixture of a solid solution
of phosphorus in a-As and a phase with an
orthorhombic crystal lattice with the parameters
of а = 3.48, b = 4.42, с = 10.81 А. Therefore, the
phase with a structure identical to that of black
phosphorus is formed in the P – As system
without the addition of catalysts or the use of
high pressure. The nature of the phase relations
in the P – As system requires further research.
The analysis based on the experimental
studies of a number of polythermal cross sections
of phase diagrams of the Ge – As – P, Si – As – P
ternary systems [70-75] showed that in case of
anionic substitution solid solutions are formed
without any notable difficulties. Solid solutions
are formed in the GeAs – GeP system over the
entire range of concentrations, whereas in the
Si – As – P ternary system there is a peritectic
mixture of silicon phosphide and arsenidebased solid solutions and the heterogeneous
region extends from 45 to 60 mol% of SiP at
1300 K. To obtain crystals of solid solutions
homogeneous along the length of the ingot in
the Ge – As – P system, it was proposed to use the
method of two-temperature synthesis followed
by directed crystallisation of the melt and to use
As – P melts as a source of volatile components.
Using alloys which are a heterophasic mixture
of the intermediate g-As1–xPx (x = 0.3 ÷ 0.4) and
a phosphorus or arsenic-based solid solution
allows growing homogeneous crystals of solid
solutions under the conditions of controlled
vapour pressure of the two volatile components.
The composition of the resulting GeAs 1–xP x
solid solutions can be varied by changing the
temperature of the source zone [70].
The investigation of phase equilibria in the
Sn – As – Р system is challenging, not only due to
difficulties of working with volatile components,
phosphorus and arsenic, but also to a large
number of intermediate phases. In such complex
systems, triangulation is normally conducted
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and it is divided into simpler individual systems,
but in this case it is not possible because of the
wide regions of solid solutions, based both on
individual components and on intermediate
phases. In this case, we can talk about phase
subsolidus demarcation.
The study of the Sn – As – Р systems in the
regions of high tin concentrations established
a continuous series of solid solutions between
arsenide and phosphide with the composition of
Sn4В3 (a-solid solutions) [76].
X-ray diffraction analysis of the alloys whose
compositions belong to the polythermal cross
sections of SnAs–Sn0.43P0.57, Sn4As3–Sn0.43P0.57,
and SnAs–Sn0.5P0.5 revealed that in addition to
the a-phase the samples have solid solutions
based on tin monoarsenide and tin phosphide
SnP3 [77, 78]. The formation of solid solutions
based on tin monoarsenide (b-solid solutions)
is indicated by a shift of the characteristic lines
of the SnAs spectra toward greater angles. What
is more, the shift increases with an increase in
the molar fraction of phosphorus. In contrast,
the alloys of the investigated polythermal cross
sections with a content of phosphorus of more
than 70 mol% for the SnP3 reflexes demonstrate
a natural increase in the interplanar spaces which
indicates the replacement of phosphorus atoms
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with arsenic atoms whose radius is greater. Solid
solutions based on SnP3 tin phosphide (g-solid
solutions) are formed [79].
The study of the SnAs–SnP 3 polythermal
cross section in the Sn–As–P ternary system
by X-ray diffraction analysis revealed that the
region of solid phase solubility based on tin
monoarsenide extends up to 30 mol% of SnP3 [80].
The analysis of the obtained data in combination
with the results of the study of alloys with lower
tin contents allowed establishing the presence of
four-phase equilibria of the peritectic type with
the participation of the melt and solid solutions
based on tin monoarsenide, tin phosphide SnP3,
and the As0.6–0.7P0.4–0.3 intermediate phase. It was
found that in the region of the Sn – As – P phase
diagram with the tin content below 50 mol% in
addition to four-phase equilibria L ↔ a + b + g
(818 К) at a temperature of 824 K there is an
invariant equilibrium of the peritectic type with
the participation of solid solutions based on
tin monoarsenide, tin phosphide SnP3, and the
intermediate d-phase As1–xPx: L + d ↔ b + g (Fig. 3).
We would like to draw attention to the fact
that a deep understanding of the processes
occurring in multicomponent systems is
impossible without the development of methods
of phase diagrams construction and determining

Fig. 3. Scheme of phase equilibria in the Sn–As– P system
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regions of condensed phases. Tensimetric (and
in particular, manometric) methods which study
the dependence of pressure on temperature or
composition of condensed phases equilibrium
with vapour are considered to be the most direct
and appropriate methods to solve such tasks.
It should be noted that P T x diagrams of the
Ge – As, Si – As, Ge – P, and Si – As binary systems
and the AIV – BV – СV ternary systems were defined
with the help of manometric tensimetry, i.e. using
a quartz null-manometer with a flat membrane [6
– 18]. These studies were greatly facilitated due to
the absolutely incongruent nature of silicon and
germanium phosphides and arsenides evaporation
(sublimation), wherein only phosphorus or arsenic
transit to the vapour phase mainly in the form
four-atom molecules. Definite vapour composition
allowed the composition of the equilibrium
condensed matter to be reliably and easily
determined at known values of temperature (T),
pressure (P), the volume of the reaction chamber
(V), and the initial amounts of components used
to prepare the sample of silicon or germanium
phosphides or arsenides (n°AIV), (n°BV).
The results of tensimetric experiments allowed
not only defining a set of intermediate phases in
the AIV– BV systems but also establishing unusual
variation of homogeneity ranges of germanium
and silicon diarsenides with temperature changes
[18]. The authors [18] associated this feature with
autointercalation of SiAs2 and GeAs2 by arsenic
at premelting temperatures. In the transfer to
the AIV – BV – СV ternary systems it was still
possible to calculate the composition of vapour
and solid phases despite a more complex vapour
composition due to the formation of mixed
molecules of PxAs4-x in the vapour.
The next stage was to validate the identified
peculiarities of silicon and germanium phosphides
and arsenides using the compounds of AIIIBVI,
indium and gallium monochalcogenides. These
compounds are AIVBV isoelectronic phases. They
are similar to them in the structure and nature of
chemical bonds. Also, similar to AIVBV compounds,
the practical application of AIIIBVI compounds
is experiencing a surge of interest. Basically,
this interest is related directly to graphitelike quasi-2D-structure of indium and gallium
monochalcogenides [81-84]. Of no less interest
is the application of sesquichalcogenides (of type
360
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Ga2S3), structures with a great concentration of
stoichiometric vacancies in the cation sublattice
(up to 1/3 of the number of nodes) [85]. However,
the phase diagrams of the AIII – BVI systems need
to be detailed. The study of these systems is
complicated by low values of vapour pressure
over indium and gallium chalcogenides and the
complex composition of the vapour, which makes
it impossible to use classical manometric methods.
For this reason, the auxiliary component
method (AC) was developed for systems
with unsuitable (generally very small for the
experiment) values of vapour pressure. It should
be noted that the possibilities regarding the
application of this method are quite wide and are
not limited to the AIIIBVI compounds for which it
was originally designed.
3. A new method for studying phase
diagrams and phase equilibria:
the auxiliary component method
The idea of the method is to bypass equilibrium
(1) between the X component, which was a part of
the XnYm condensed phase, and its vapour
X ¢¢ ¨Æ X ¢ 		

(1)

and to create a suitable for the study equilibrium
with an auxiliary component additionally introduced into the system. For example,
X ¢¢ + qZ ¨Æ XZ q , 		

(2)

where Z is the auxiliary component, and at least
one of the Z and XZq substances has to be volatile
and form a vapour. In equations (1), (2) and hereinafter, the symbol “′′” corresponds to the component in the condensed state, and the symbol
“′” corresponds to the component in the state of
vapour.
The principles of this approach have been used
in the past. There are several works in the literature,
where a number of oxide or sulphide systems was
studied with the help of hydrogen or carbon (X = O
or S, Z = H2 or С<graphite>, volatile forms of XZq – H2O,
H2S or CS2). However, there has been no systematic
research in this area and the possibilities of the AC
method have not been thoroughly studied.
First of all, let us analyse various possibilities
of the auxiliary component method. The results
of this analysis can be used for the selection of
the optimal strategy to solve research objectives
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and directed synthesis of new inorganic materials
with a set composition, and, consequently, with
set properties.
3.1. The role of the auxiliary component (AC)
vapour in tasks aimed at the study of phase
diagrams. The KP# value and its informative
value. The indicating function of the AC
Our analysis only considered the situation
when the auxiliary component was only present
in vapour and condensed phases belonged to a
binary system. Obviously, when Z substance is
made to contact the XnYm condensed phase, the
number of components in the system will increase
by one. However, approaching the complete
insolubility of the Z component in the studied
condensed phases, a subsystem can be singled
out which only contains studied phases with the
original components. Relative to this subsystem,
its remaining part with the auxiliary component
will play the role of an external body. The latter,
in addition to other properties, is an indicator of
the state of the studied phases. In particular, the
indicator vapour phase allows “reading” condensed
phase information about chemical potentials of
their constituent components. For example, when
investigating low-volatile inorganic sulphides by
means of hydrogen, there is the equilibrium
S¢¢ + H ¢2 Æ
¨ H 2S¢ ,		

(3)

for which the necessary equilibrium conditions
m S¢¢ + m H¢ 2 - m H¢ 2S = 0 ,		

(4)

give
m S¢¢ = RT ln K P# + F ,		

(5)

where in (4) and (5), m S¢¢ are chemical potentials of
bound sulphur in sulphide, m H¢ 2 and m H¢ 2S are chemical potentials of hydrogen and hydrogen sulphide
in the vapour, KP# is the value, which is often called
the constant of heterogeneous equilibrium, and
the element F, which only depends on the temperature, represents the difference between standard
chemical potentials of molecular forms of gas:
F = m ¢H2S - m ¢H2 .		

(7)

The KP# value connects the partial pressures
of gases as
K P# =

pH2S
pH2

,		
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Since KP#, according to (5), depends both on
temperature and composition and slightly on
pressure, it would be more correct to call it pseudoconstant of heterogeneous equilibrium. We will
show below that KP# is a convenient experimental
value. Equation (5) is also valid for a more general
case of (2), naturally the respective components in
the above expression need to be replaced.
3.2. The possibility to obtain and study such
conditions of condensed phases in which these
phases cannot coexist with their own vapours.
The contractive function of the AC
It is important to note that in contrast to the
equilibrium “condensed phase - its own saturated
vapour”, the equilibria with the participation of
an auxiliary component will involve such states
of condensed phases in which these phases do
not coexist with their own vapours.
By “their own vapours” we understand such
vapours that are present in heterogeneous
equilibria without the participation of an auxiliary
component.
For example, carbon placed in a closed and
initially evacuated system with free volume will
give way to the equilibrium “graphite – carbon
vapour” (it is obvious that the last phase at
temperatures below 2000 °C will be extremely
sparse). However, diamond can never act as
a condensed phase in such equilibrium since
in the phase diagram of a single-component
system diamond at any temperatures does not
coexists with the vapour in the subcritical region.
However, a gas consisting of carbon oxides may
well coexist with diamond in the equilibrium at
sufficiently high pressures
Cdiamond + CO ¢2

Æ
¨

2CO ¢ 		

(8)

In this case, vapour with an auxiliary
component plays an important role and acts both
as the indicator phase and the contractive medium.
For such problems, as far as it is actually known
by the authors of this work, the auxiliary component method has not been used yet. It should also
be noted that almost all instrumental methods of
investigation of solids are directly (classical tensimetric methods) or indirectly (electrophysical methods) associated with the investigation of
phases in the region of their coexistence with their
own vapour. On the contrary, for the study of solids
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in the regions where the coexistence with saturated
vapour is not possible, there is a very limited number of methods. What is more, most of them are not
very accurate (for example, the method of thermal
electromotive force). Therefore, the considered approach may be useful, for example, for solid-state
chemistry or high-pressure materials science.
If the dependence of the chemical potential of
the condensed phase on the pressure is substantial,
the correct construction of T-x - sections including
a detailed description of the homogeneity ranges,
is only possible with the help of the auxiliary
component method. This statement is even true
for such cases when the phase allows for the
possibility of direct tensimetric measurements.
The demand for such studies will be apparent if it
is necessary, for example, to compare the range of
homogeneity of a phase at very different pressures
(for example, 1 and 10 000 atm).
3.3. The construction of phase diagrams of binary
systems using an AC. Retrieving thermodynamic
information. The amplifying function of the AC
Another area of application of the auxiliary component is ideologically opposite to the ap-

Review

proach described above. It is based on the thesis
that chemical potentials of the condensed phase
components are typically not very sensitive to
pressure changes if they do not exceed hundreds
or thousands of atmospheres. Then, the state of
the condensed phase equilibrium with the vapour
of the auxiliary component can be considered the
same as in the equilibrium with its own saturated vapour. Applying this to equation (5) it can be
expected that the temperature dependence of the
KP# value for various compositions of condensed
phases should be very close to the classical p-T dia
gram. For example, [86, 87] present the results of a
null-manometer study of the phase diagram of the
Ga – S and Ga – Se systems using the equilibrium
2Ga ¢¢+GaHal3¢

Æ
¨

3GaHal¢ (Hal = Cl, I) ,

(9)

p
.
K P# = p
GaHal3
In Fig.1, in the temperature dependence
of the K P# value (Ga (liq) – V, GaSe – L Ga – V,
GaSe – Ga2Se3 – V equilibrium) lines similar to
lines of the monovariant equilibrium for the
p-T diagrams are clearly visible. As expected,
the position of these lines does not depend on
3
GaHal

Fig. 4. The temperature dependence of the KP# value for heterogeneous equilibria of different natures: I – equilibrium line: Ga(l) – GaSe(s) – VGaI + GaI3; II – the GaSe(s) VGaI + GaI3 equilibrium region; III – the GaSe (s) – Ga2Se3 (s) – VGaI + GaI3
equilibrium region; IV, V, VI – a schematic representation of the regions: IV – GaSe(s) LGaSe-based – V GaI + GaI3; V –
LGa-based LGaSe-based V GaI + GaI3; VI – Ga2Se3(s) L – V GaI + GaI3; 1 – 7 – experimental curves in the area of equilibrium II
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the bulk composition of the GaSe alloy, on the
weight of the sample, and the total pressure P
(P ≈ pGaI + pGaI3; vapour unsaturated in relation
to gallium iodides, pressure range: from 0.1 to
0.7 MPa). In [86, 87], it was also shown that the
homogeneity range of the GaSe phase sharply
expands and shifts toward selenium in a narrow
temperature range (from ~0.2 mol % at 1100 K
to 0.8 mol% at 1180 K). It also has a retrograde
solidus for selenium.
Since the chemical potential of the condensed
phase component is associated with the (pseudo)
constant of the heterogeneous equilibrium KP#,
the analysis of the latter value as a function
of the thermodynamic variables gives a lot of
information not only about boundaries but
also about the behaviour of the phase within
its homogeneity range. For example, [8890] described the results of the study of the
In – S system with the help of hydrogen. The
dependence of the KP# value (see equilibrium 3)
on the sulphur concentration for the In3–xS 4
phase at T = const (Fig. 5) shows that the In3-xS4
homogeneity range has a tendency to break up
into separate phases with similar stoichiometry.
3.4. Calculation of partial pressures
and p-T diagram
The approach associated with the appro
ximation regarding the negligible impact of
pressure on the chemical potential of the
condensed phase components can be applied
to calculate p-T diagrams of the original
system under study. As a consequence of this
approximation the introduction of the AC does
not shift heterogeneous equilibria associated
with self-sublimation of the components of
the studied phase. In other words, the partial
pressures of their own vapours in systems with
an AC and without this component should
not differ if the two systems are in the same
conditions. Furthermore, the partial pressures
may be calculated for known values of (pseudo)
constant of the heterogeneous equilibrium KP#.
The details of such calculations are described in
depth in [87, 88].
It should be noted that the determination of
the partial pressure values allows comparing data
obtained using different auxiliary components or
comparing data of experiments with an AC with
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Fig. 5. Isotherms of the KP# dependencies of the sulphur content in the In3-xS4 phase. The KP# value refers
to the S″ +H2′ = H2S′ equilibrium where S″ refers to the
sulphur chemically bound in condensed phases of the
In – S system

the results of direct study (for example, mass
spectrometry). Thus, in the above-mentioned
work [87], practically identical results for the
pressure of gallium vapour over gallium selenides
were obtained using iodine and chlorine (in the
form of GaI3 and GaCl3) as auxiliary components.
It should also be noted that the calculated
pressures may be so small that they cannot
even be determined by mass spectrometry. For
example, the partial pressure of gallium vapours
for the GaSe – Ga2Se3 – V equilibrium calculated at
a temperature of 700 K is 1.7·1010 Pa [87]. In such
cases, we can say that the auxiliary component
plays the role of an amplifier of the signal sent
to the external device by a very small value of
the partial pressure of a low-volatile component.
3.5. Possibility to calculate thermodynamic
quantities
In the case of independent experimental
determination (up to a certain constant) of
chemical potential of the second component (µY)
of the XmYn phase, the value KP# allows finding
the molar Gibbs energy of the formation of this
phase (∆fG). If it is impossible to experimentally
determine the potential of the second component,
the value of the Gibbs energy may be determined
by the Gibbs–Duhem equation. Further, the ∆fG
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data will allow calculating other molar properties:
entropy, enthalpy, volume, heat capacity, etc.
3.6. Using the auxiliary component for fine tune
regulation of the composition (nonstoichiometry)
of inorganic solid bodies of variable composition
The AC method can be used not only for
research purposes, but to solve problems
relating to the regulation of the composition
(nonstoichiometry) of inorganic compounds.
For such cases, the discussed method is close to
classical chemical (gas) transport reactions (CTRs).
It is different from traditional CTRs in the fact
that in this case the original sample is not exposed
to oversublimation: due to the strict selectivity of
the reaction of type (2), only a change in the ratio
of components occurs in the sample.
The main idea of the method is that depending
on conditions the selective chemical gas transport
reaction can occur in the forward direction
(extraction of the component from the sample)
or in the reverse direction (saturation of the
sample with a transported component [91-95]. The
regulation of the content is carried out in a closed
system (ampoule) where the sample and the batch
are placed. The latter serves as a source or a getter
of the transported component. The vapour in the
ampoule consists of vapours of different forms of
the transport component which provide for the
selective transport. According to the findings in
[91, 94, 95], the direction of the selective chemical
gas transport reaction (SSCTR) should only be
regulated by the temperatures of the sample (T1)
and the batch (T2) and the composition of the
batch (x1). The evolution of the formulations of
the sample and the batch is completed when the
system reaches the steady state where there is no
mass transfer. It can be said that the composition
of the sample “adjusts” to the variables: T2, T1, and
x1. The following condition can be the empirical
criterion to achieve the steady state:
KP#(1) = KP#(2),		
where

(10)

KP#(1) = f(T1, x1); KP#(2) = f(T2, x2) ([91, 94]).

(11)

Both for problems relating to the research of
phase diagrams and equilibria and for the practical
regulation of the composition the right choice
of the auxiliary components is only possible if it
meets a number of requirements [86, 87, 91, 94, 95]:
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1. Comparable amounts of Z and Xzq q
molecular forms in the vapour in equilibrium (2).
2. The absence of binary or ternary compounds
between the transport component Z and the
second (non-transported) component Y of the
sample and the batch (the condition of the third
component indifference in relation to the second
component).
3. Almost complete insolubility of the Z
component in the studied or adjusted XmYn phase.
4. Preservation of the non-volatility of the
condensed XmYn sample under the experimental
conditions.
The SSCTR method can be especially useful
when the material with the required structure is
relatively easy to synthesise, however, it is difficult
to precisely control its composition (e.g. due to low
volatility). Thus, in [91-98], we demonstrated the
possibility of fine tuning the nonstoichiometric
composition and properties of gallium, indium,
and copper selenides and sulphides.
It should be noted that it is not always
possible to separate the “applied” and “research”
possibilities of the auxiliary component method.
For example, it was shown in [93, 95] that the
selenium-enriched part of the homogeneity
range of the gallium monoselenide (GaSe) has
two phases: g-modification of GaSe at high
temperatures (> 1000 K) and e-GaSe at low
temperatures. The composition of the phase
within the homogeneity range was set by
the SSCTR method. Apparently, constrained
kinetics and the difficulties in regulating the
GaSe composition by traditional methods did
not allow detecting the enantiotropic transition
eGaSe ↔ gGaSe earlier. Therefore, the T-x- chart of
the Ga Se system should have two phases closely
spaced by their composition and separated by a
narrow heterogeneous region (which is supported
by the independent thermal analysis data [99]).
The adjustment of the composition of
intermediate phases conducted for the sake of
studying the phase diagram was also carried out in
the In – S system. This adjustment was performed
using a modified (considering the specific nature
of equilibria in the In – Cl system) SSCTR method
[96]. As a result, it was possible to show in [88, 90,
96] that the In3–xS4 cubic phase (with a structural
type of defect reversed spinel) has a wide range of
homogeneity (from ~58.0 to~59.9 mol% of S) that
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changes little with temperature. As has already
been noted above, the behaviour of the chemical
potential of indium in the homogeneity range
indicates a tendency to break the homogeneity
range into individual phases. The attempts to
obtain compositions with a greater content of
sulphur at temperatures below 415 °C led to a phase
change with symmetry decreased to tetragonal and
the formation of the a-In2S3 independent phase
which almost exactly corresponded to the related
stoichiometry. The data relating to the phase
equilibria in the In – S system were verified by
independent methods without using an AC [100].
In recent papers [101, 102], we were able to
develop a method of chemical transport reactions
to regulate the composition of the binary phases
and to apply it to obtain single crystals of ferric
sulphides with a controlled phase and nonstoichiometric composition. The novelty of the
developed and applied technique was that a
liquid phase based on iron dihalogenide melts
was used as a carrier medium for the transported
component (iron). Apart from the nature of the
transport agent (melt) and the temperature, the
composition of ferric sulphides was adjusted by
the pressure of sulphur vapour. It should be noted
that the substance transfer through the liquid
phase in reactions similar in chemistry to gas
transfer is very rare in experimental chemistry.
In our opinion, it is also promising to use the
auxiliary component to create catalytic materials.
It is known that highly disordered metals with high
chemical and catalytic activity are often called
skeleton metals (Ni, Cu, Ag, etc.). To produce them,
first a metallide is normally synthesised which is
formed by a d-metal remaining thereafter in the
“skeleton” and by the second chemically active
component (Al, Si, etc.). The latter is then removed
by leaching. However, this method is unsuitable
in some cases: primarily for reactions that must
occur under anhydrous conditions.
[103, 104] considered a “dry” method to create
activated metals based on the SSCTR method. The
main idea of the method is to remove the active
component from the metallide into the gas phase.
For example:
Al″ <from the alloy> + AlI3′ = 3AlI′
or
Ga″<from the alloy> + GaI3′ = 3GaI′.

(12)
(13)

Metallides in the Cu–Ge, Ni–Ga, Cu–Ga
systems were used to show the selective removal
of the active component. Gallium or germanium
were removed from alloys by means of transport
reactions with the participation of germanium
and gallium iodides and chlorides. To create a
catalyst, the active component was removed
in the obviously nonequilibrium conditions: in
the vapour flow of the transport agent. Further,
[104] compared the catalytic activities of nickel
materials produced by a conventional method
(Al leaching from the NiGa4 phase by the KOH
solution) and substances produced by using the
SSCTR method. Reactions of the reduction of
nitrobenzene to aniline by means of hydrazine and
conversion of benzyl alcohol vapours to toluene
(benzene) and benzaldehyde were used as test
reactions. For the latter conversion the content of
decomposition products was studied depending
on the process conditions (temperature, vapour
flow rate) and the conditions of the catalyst’s
preparation. [104] also showed the possibility
to increase the catalytic activity of nickel by
introducing a transport agent directly into the
reaction mixture that had been passed through a
metallide. NH4Cl and n-C4H9Cl were used as such
activator agents. [105] showed the possibility of
activating the surface of the nickel-containing
material, which involved, on the contrary, a
partial removal of nickel atoms from the nearsurface region by a selective reaction with the
formation of nickel carbonyl:
Ni″ <from the alloy> + CO′ = [Ni(CO)4]′

(14)

Most recently, the development of the
auxiliary component method has been based
on the spectrophotometric experimental
resources. Scanning the vapour absorption
spectra with the participation of the AC allows
independently determining the concentrations
(partial pressures) of various AC forms in the
vapour (for example, GaI and GaI3) instead of the
total vapour pressure in classical manometric
methods. To calculate the KP# value, which is
a key value for the measurements, the partial
pressure data are necessary. An important
feature of the newly developed experimental
capabilities is an in-situ study of the spectra,
i.e. the study of the vapour that is in contact
with a condensed phase should be conducted
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directly under experimental conditions: at high
temperatures (up to 900 °C) and pressures other
than the atmospheric pressure (up to 3·105 Pa).
The considered spectrophotometric method
with the application of an AC was used to verify
homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibria in
the Ga – I [106], In – Cl [107] systems and to
specify the phase diagram of the Ga – S system in
the high-temperature region (> 800 °C) [108-110].
4. Conclusion
It should be noted that this review does not
aim to cover all the areas in which the research
has been conducted and the results have been
achieved by that section of the scientific school
of Ya A. Ugai which has been developing methods
for the research and synthesis of semiconductor
materials with expressed bulk properties. Beyond
the scope of this paper are the results of the
study of the AIIIBV binary and ternary diamondlike phases, new methods of thermal analysis
(chromatographic analysis) and manometric
methods (laser null-manometry), and a number
of other achievements. The main focus of this
article, as can be seen from the text, is on:
– the investigation of P-T-x diagrams of the
AIV – BV, AIV – BV – СV, and the AIII – BVI systems
with emphasis on the study of the relationship
between pressure (P) and other thermodynamic
variables (T, x);
– the development of methods for the
research and synthesis of intermediate phases
with variable compositions (properties) in these
systems.
Let us summarise the achievements in this
area.
1. Using a set of complementary methods (the
null-manometric method with two-way vacuuming
of the membrane chamber, the differential thermal
method with controlled vapour pressure, the
extrapolation method with the introduction of
an indifferent solvent, and standard methods of
physico-chemical analysis), P-T-x diagrams of the
АIV – ВV systems were constructed; the positions
of regions of intermediate phases were defined,
and their types of melting and corresponding
coordinates (P, T, x) were determined. In particular,
these methods in combination with structural
studies were used to show that the monoarsenide
(GeAs) and diarsenide (GeAs2) in the Ge – As
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system are independent intermediate phases with
similar but different structures.
Semiconductor silicon and germanium
phosphides and arsenides are characterised by a
pronounced layered structure, the atoms within
a layer are bound by strong covalent bonds,
however, between the layers there are weak van
der Waals forces. Favourable size factor affects the
antistructure disordering in these phases, which
has a decisive influence on the defect formation
mechanism. Thus, the dominant defects are
ionised antistructural defects of the А¢В and В•А
type. The study of micro- P-T-x diagrams of the
corresponding systems served as the foundation
for the development of modes of obtaining
crystals with reproducible properties.
In systems with the participation of tin (Sn V
B ) the phases with stoichiometry close to Sn4B3
are stable. In addition, there are two more stable
phases in the tin - phosphorus system, Sn3P4 and
SnP3. A similar crystal structure with the R3m
space group similar to the structure of elements
in the arsenic subgroup was revealed for all binary
compounds. What is more, disparity of bonds is
another characteristic feature of the structure.
Such a layered crystalline structure allows for
the intercalation of ions and molecules into the
interlayer space.
The study of the temperature dependence of
the saturated vapour pressure by means of opticaltensimetric methods in combination with the
results of differential thermal analysis allowed
constructing the P-T-x diagram of the Sn – P system.
The coordinates of four-phase equilibria points: of
the synthetic (SSn4P3 + V + L1 + L2) and eutectic
(L + V + Sn4P3 + SnP3) types were determined. It
was shown that the Sn3P4 intermediate phase is
only formed as a result of prolonged annealing
of samples at a temperature below 673 K. The
annealing of the Sn3P4 sample obtained by the
two-temperature method at a temperature of 753–
773 K leads to its complete decomposition into the
adjacent phases, Sn4P3 and SnP3. The detection of
the L ↔ Sn4P3 + SnP3 eutectic equilibrium (T ≈ 824
K) in the Sn – P binary system suggests a significant
difference of the obtained T-x diagram from the
data available in the literature.
2. Compounds of the A IV B V class are
characterised by a similarity in the nearest atom
coordination in compounds to their coordination
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in simple substances. Thus, the structural
motif of the anion former has a great impact
on the crystal-chemical structure of phases.
As a consequence, solid solutions are quite
easily formed in ternary systems based on AIVBV
compounds with anionic substitution, while in
the case of cation substitution, even prolonged
homogenising annealing does not result in a
noticeable region of solid phase solubility. Solid
solutions are formed quite easily in Ge – As – P
and Si – As – PGe systems, however, due to the
different crystal-chemical structures of silicon
phosphide and arsenide, the latter system has a
heterogeneous region corresponding to the joint
presence of the component-based solid solutions.
The Sn–As–P ternary system has a continuous
series of solid solutions between tin phosphide
and arsenide with the composition of Sn 4В 3
(a-solid solution). The T-x diagram of the Sn4P3–
Sn4As3 polythermal cross section was constructed.
The peritectic melting of tin arsenide and the
decomposition of Sn4P3 by a synthetic schema
resulted in three-phase regions in the diagram
(Sn4P3 + SnAs + L) and (Sn4P3 + L1 + L2). The
examination of a number of polythermal cross
sections of the Sn–As–P system showed the
existence of extended regions of solid phase
solubility based on tin monoarsenide b-solid
solutions) and the SnP3 phase (g -solid solutions).
Available data on phase diagrams make it easy
to outline methods for growing single crystals of
intermediate phases of solid solutions with set
compositions and, therefore, with set properties
in the AIV – BV and AIV – BV – СV systems.
3. Physico-chemical foundations for a new
manometric method to determine P T x diagrams
of binary systems by using an auxiliary component
(AC) were developed. The requirements for the
AC and heterophase equilibria were formulated.
The thermodynamic analysis of a number of
systems established that the tensimetric study
of equilibria with the participation of an AC can
be used: a) to construct phase diagrams of binary
systems; b) to scan homogeneity ranges; c) to
calculate chemical potentials of the components;
d) to determine integral thermodynamic
properties. The validity of these conclusions
was confirmed by experimental manometric
research and the construction of phase diagrams
of the Ga – Se, Ga – S, In – S binary systems.
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T-x and pi-T µGa-T‑diagrams of these systems
were determined. Integral thermodynamic
characteristics of gallium monochalcogenides,
GaS and GaSe, were calculated.
4. New types of diagrams (KP# – T, KP# – T – x) were
proposed and determined for the Ga-Se-I and GaS-I systems which provide a basis for determining
the conditions of the nonstoichiometry regulation
by means of selective CTRs and are used to specify
the boundaries of the homogeneity ranges of
the binary phases. The homogeneity ranges
of gallium monoselenide and monosulphide
were determined. It was found that the data are
consistent when different components (Cl, I) in
different phase relations are used in the systems
(the method of “the AC only in vapour” and “the
method of gas solubility”).
5. Tensimetric experiments without the
participation of the AC were used to study
phase diagrams and homogeneity ranges of the
intermediate phases in the Si As and Ge As
systems. Phase diagrams of silicon and germanium
arsenides were compared with previously
constructed diagrams of gallium and indium
monochalcogenides based on the similarity of
structures and the nature of chemical bonds in
these groups of compounds. It was revealed that
the following important peculiarity is common
for the homogeneity ranges of these compounds:
narrow over the entire range of temperatures
homogeneity ranges of this compounds have
sharp (up to a few percent) extensions in areas
close to the maximum temperatures of phase
melting. Such an extension in case of GaSe leads to
the formation of a retrograde solidus in a narrow
temperature range (~ 60 K). For germanium
diarsenides such expansion of the homogeneity
range (up to 1.8 mol% of As) occurs in an even
smaller temperature range. A hypothesis was
made according to which the peculiarities of
homogeneity ranges of the considered layered
phases similar in terms of structure are related to
the formation of interlayer interstitial defects (i.e.
autointercalation) at premelting temperatures.
6. A new method for nonstoichiometry
regulation was developed and applied using nondestructive selective chemical transport reactions
(i.e. with the participation of the AC). The method
is based on the introduction or removal of one of
the sample components by means of a selective
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chemical transport reaction conducted in the
iso- or non-isothermal conditions. It was shown
theoretically and experimentally that the direction
of selective mass transfer, the introduction or
removal of a component from the sample, is only
determined by three parameters: temperatures (T2,
T1) which the sample and the batch are exposed to
(a donor or a getter of the component chemically
transferred through the gas), and the batch
composition (x1). Transport stops when stationary
states are achieved. What is more, the composition
of the regulated sample (x2) is determined by the
same three parameters (T2, T1, x1).
7. The method of selective chemical transport
reactions was used to develop and apply a new
method of directed synthesis of materials with
the high reactivity based on the intermetallides of
the GaNi system. It was shown that it is possible
to increase the efficiency of the catalytic activity
of such disturbed metals by introducing directly
into the reaction process activator additives
(n-C4H9Cl, NH4Cl) which remove the residues of
the activating component (Ga) from the material.
8. The new method of spectrophotometric studies based on the AC (hydrogen) equilibria quenching with indium sulphides was used to study the
phase diagram of the InS system. It was proved that
between the In3-xS4 and In2S3′ phases (low-temperature modification) there is a narrow heterogeneous
range which is limited from above by the temperature of the peritectic decomposition of the In2S3′
phase (415 °C). The In3-xS4 homogeneity range extends from about ~58.0 mol% of S to ~59.9 mol%
and is not particularly dependent on temperature
(at T ≤ 725 ºС). A tendency to the decomposition of
solid solutions based on the In3xS4 phase with extended homogeneity with a spinel structure was
shown. Temperature dependences of sulphur vapour pressure (S2) were determined in the equilibria of different nature with the participation of condensed indium sulphides. It was established that
there is a good correlation between the results of
spectrophotometric studies within the developed
methodology and the mass spectrometric data.
9. As a result of applying the new in situ
spectrophotometric method which involved using
gallium iodides as an AC, and as a result of hightemperature X-ray studies, it was established that
at temperatures below 825 °C the Ga − S system
does not have intermediate solid phases but GaS
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and Ga2S3. In contrast, the high-temperature
portion of the diagram of the Ga – S system is
complex and comprises of two more phases with
stoichiometries from 59 to 60 mol%.
We would like to conclude the review by
mentioning the contributions of a number of
employees involved in this collective work. An
enormous contribution was made by the closest
colleague of Ya. A. Ugai, Evgeny G. Goncharov.
It is difficult to overestimate the importance of
the contribution of the prematurely deceased A.
E. Popov, whose works largely determined the
achievements of the employees that surrounded
him in the late 1980s - early 1990s. We would like
to mention the works by the employees of the
Faculty of Chemistry of Voronezh State University,
T. P. Sushkova, A. V. Kosyakov, A. V. Naumov,
E. Yu. Proskurina, and D. N. Turchen. Without
the contributions of these professionals it would
have been impossible to get the results presented
herein. However, it has to be mentioned that all of
these specialists worked in the direction laid by
the founder of the scientific school, Ya. A. Ugai.
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